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Anomalous scaling from controlled closure in a shell model of turbulence
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~Received 15 October 1998; accepted 9 December 1999!

We present a model of hydrodynamic turbulence for which the program of computing the scaling
exponents from first principles can be developed in a controlled fashion. The model consists ofN
suitably coupled copies of the ‘‘Sabra’’ shell model of turbulence. The couplings are chosen to
include two components: random and deterministic, with a relative importance that is characterized
by a parameter callede. It is demonstrated, using numerical simulations of up to 25 copies and 28
shells that in theN→` limit but for 0,e<1 this model exhibits correlation functions whose
scaling exponents are anomalous. The theoretical calculation of the scaling exponents follows
verbatim the closure procedure suggested recently for the Navier–Stokes problem, with the
additional advantage that in theN→` limit the parametere can be used to regularize the closure
procedure. The main result of this paper is afinite and closed set of scale-invariant equations for the
2nd and 3rd order statistical objects of the theory. This set of equations takes into account terms up
to ordere4 and neglects terms of ordere6. Preliminary analysis of this set of equations indicates a
K41 normal scaling ate50, with a birth of anomalous exponents at larger values ofe, in agreement
with the numerical simulations. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!00204-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we present a calculation scheme aime
evaluating the scaling exponents that characterize correla
functions of turbulent fields. For the sake of clarity we co
sider shell models of turbulence rather than analyze
Navier–Stokes equations. However we stress from the s
that in principle all the steps provided here can be repeate
the context of Navier–Stokes turbulence.

Shell models as well as Navier–Stokes turbulence p
an infinite hierarchy of dynamical equations for then-order
correlation functions. This hierarchy islinear in the correla-
tion functions, and in the limit of infinite Reynolds number
also homogeneous. It was recently discovered2,3 that this hi-
erarchy obeys a rescaling symmetry which stems from
rescaling symmetry of the Euler equation.4 This rescaling
symmetry foliates the space of solutions into slices of diff
ent scaling exponentsh of the velocity; these are referred t
ash-slices. On eachh-slice one finds ‘‘normal scaling’’ with
the given value ofh. The full solution is a linear combination
of all the solutions on theh-slices with nonuniversal weight
which are determined by the forcing on the integral scale
turbulence. Different orders of the correlation functions a
dominated by differenth-slices, and accordingly the full so
lution has anomalous scaling. The anomalous exponents
expected to be universal.

In trying to evaluate the scaling exponents appearing
this way from first principles, we proposed2,3,5 to truncate the
hierarchy of equations, preserving the fundamental resca
symmetry that gives rise to anomalous scaling. Truncatio
problematic; in turbulence there is no natural small para
eter, and therefore any closure of an infinite hierarchy
uncontrolled. It is therefore worthwhile to introduce a on
parameter family of models, characterized by a param
eP@0,1#, which shows normal scaling whene50 and re-
8031070-6631/2000/12(4)/803/19/$17.00
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covers the anomalous scaling of the original model whee
51.

Following an idea in Ref. 1, we will construct such
family, and show that the transition from normal to anom
lous behavior occurs at some finite value ofe.0. We will
usee as a small parameter to regularize the closure pro
dure; we will show that our closed equations are valid
O(e4), whereas the neglected terms are ofO(e6). We can
improve the closure scheme systematically by includ
terms ofO(e6), neglecting terms ofO(e8), etc.

A way to achieve this small parameter is to coupleN
copies of the same turbulent system, be it a shell mode
the Navier–Stokes equations, and choose the coupling
have both a deterministic and a random contributions, w
relative amplitudese and A12e2. For e51 we loose the
coupling between the copies, and recover the initial anom
lous problem for any value ofN. For e50 we will show that
that in the limitN→` we get normal scaling. Thus for som
value of e.0 and for large enoughN we expect to see the
birth of anomalous scaling, hopefully in a perturbative fas
ion. The existence of this transition is the main discovery
this paper, and we study it analytically using thee-controlled
closure procedure, and by direct simulations of theN-copied
model.

In Sec. II we review briefly the ‘‘Sabra’’ shell model o
turbulence,6 and introduce the copy space with the approp
ate coupling. We study the resulting model numerically
Sec. III. In Sec. IV we start the construction of the theo
First, we present the statistical objects and derive the hie
chy of evolution equations that they satisfy, exposing in p
ticular their scale invariance. In Sec. V we discuss the c
sure which preserves the scale-invariance, demonstra
how the smallness ofe is used to control consecutive closu
steps. Sections VI and VII are devoted to analysis of
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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resultinge-controlled closure, and the results are compa
in Sec. VIII with the numerical findings of Sec. III. Th
paper is on the whole rather technical, and for the sake of
casual reader we summarize in some detail the points
principle in the conclusion section which is numbered 9.

II. THE „N, e…-SABRA MODEL WITH RANDOM
COUPLINGS

A. The Sabra model

The starting point is the Sabra shell model as introdu
in Ref. 6,

dun~ t !

dt
5 i @akn11un11* un121bknun21* un11

2ckn21un22un21#2nkn
2un1 f n~ t !. ~1!

Hereun refers to the amplitude associated with ‘‘wave ve
tor’’ kn , where the spacing in this reduced model is det
mined bykn[k0ln; l is the spacing parameter,n the ‘‘vis-
cosity,’’ f n(t) a random Gaussian force which is operati
on the lowest shells. The parametersa, b, andc are restricted
by the requirement

a1b1c50, ~2!

which guarantees the conservation of the ‘‘energy’’

E5 (
n50

N

uun~ t !u2, ~3!

in the inviscid, unforced limit.
The equations of the Sabra model are invariant under

phase transformation

un→un exp~ iun!, ~4!

where the phasesun are restricted by the set of equations

un211un5un11 . ~5!

Choosingu1 and u2 arbitrarily, un is determined for alln
.2. Evidently, the physical results of the model must
independent of the choice of the phasesu1 and u2 . In par-
ticular, the only nonzero correlation functions are tho
which are independent of the phasesun . The nonvanishing
second and third order correlators are

S2~kn!5^uunu2&, ~6!

S3~kn!5Im^un21unun11* &. ~7!

Note that Eq.~1! respects additional phase symmetry,

un→2un* . ~8!

One of the consequences of this symmetry is that

Rê un21unun11* &50, ~9!

explaining why we only need to consider the imaginary p
in Eq. ~7!. The symmetries of this model were selected e
plicitly in Ref. 6 to give rise to a small number of nonze
correlation functions, with the aim of simplifying the calcu
lations presented in the later sections of this paper.
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B. „N, e…-generalization of the Sabra model

The standard available procedures to generalize dyna
cal systems toN copies involvereal variables.7 In shell mod-
els in general, and in the Sabra model in particular, the a
plitudes un are complex. Therefore we rewrite Eq.~1!,
following,8 in terms of the real and imaginary partsun8
[Re$un% andun9[Im$un%. Doing this we guarantee, after th
generalization toN copies, that theN→1 limit coincides
with the original model. The equations are

dun8~ t !

dt
5@ga,n11~2un118 un129 1un119 un128 !

1gb,n~2un218 un119 1un219 un118 !

1gc,n21~un228 un219 1un229 un218 !#

2nkn
2un81 f n8~ t !, ~10!

dun9~ t !

dt
5@ga,n11~un118 un128 1un119 un129 !

1gb,n~un218 un118 1un219 un119 !

1gc,n21~2un228 un218 1un229 un219 !#

2nkn
2un91 f n9~ t !, ~11!

where

ga,n[akn , gb,n[bkn , gc,n[ckn . ~12!

These equations can be written more compactly using
following matrices:

A11[S 1 0

0 1D , A21[S 0 21

1 0 D ,

~13!

C11[S 21 0

0 1D , C21[S 0 1

1 0D ,

which also may be written asAs8s9
s and Cs8s9

s with
s,s8,s9561. The first subscripts8 denotes line~11 cor-
responds to the upper line!, second subscripts9 denotes col-
umn ~11 corresponds to the left one!. Clearly,

As8s9
s

5Ass9
s8 , As8s9

s
5Cs9s

s8 . ~14!

Denotingun,21[un8 ,un,11[un9 we rewrite Eqs.~10!, ~11! as

dun,s

dt
5@As8s9

s
~ga,n11un11,s8un12,s9

1gb,nun21,s8un11,s9!

1Cs8s9
s gc,n21un22,s8un21,s9#

2nkn
2un,s1 f n,s . ~15!

As usual, we adopt the convention that repeated dummy
dices~heres8 ands9! are summed upon.

Next considerN copies of Eq.~15!. The copies are in-
dexed byi, j , or l, and these indices take on values2J,...,
1J,2J115N,N odd. Thei th copy is denoted asun,s

@ i # . Let
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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D @ i j l # be the coupling between copies, which will be chos
later. Equations~15! for a collection of copies are written a

dun,s
@ i #

dt
5(

j l
D @ i j l #@As8s9

s
~ga,n11un11,s8

@ j # un12,s9
@ l #

1gb,nun21,s8
@ j # un11,s9

@ l # !

1Cs8s9
s gc,n21un22,s8

@ j # un21,s9
@ l #

#

2nkn
2un,s

@ i # 1 f n,s
@ i # . ~16!

To proceed we note that the indexl is defined moduloN, and
introduce a Fourier transform in the ‘‘copy’’ space,

un,s
a 5

1

AN
(

l 52J

J

un,s
@ l # expS 2ipa l

N D . ~17!

Note that the indexa is also defined moduloN52J11. It is
convenient to consider valuesa within ‘‘the first Brillouin
zone,’’ i.e., from 2J to J. We will refer to it as the
a-momentum. Sinceun,s

@ i # is real,

un,s
2a5~un,s

a !* [un,s
a* . ~18!

In ‘‘ a-Fourier space’’ Eqs.~16! read

dun,s
a

dt
5(

b,g
Fa,b,g@Da,b1g1Da1N,b1g1Da,b1g1N#

3$As8s9
s

@ga,n11un11,s8
b un12,s9

g

1gb,nun21,s8
b un11,s9

g
#

1Cs8s9
s gc,n21un22,s8

b un21,s9
g %

2nkn
2un,s

a 1 f n,s
a , ~19!

where Da,b is the Kronecker symbol,Da,a51 and Da,b

50 for aÞb. Observe that we use Greek indices for den
ing component ina-Fourier space, and Latin indices for co
ies in the copy space. As a consequence of the discrete t
lation symmetry of the copy index@i# Eqs. ~19! conserve
a-momentum moduloN at the nonlinear vertex, as one ca
see explicitly in the above equation. The coupling amplitud
Fa,b,g in these equations are the Fourier transforms of
coupling amplitudesD @ i j l #. Our choice of these amplitude
will be presented in the next subsection.

C. Choice of coupling

We choose the coupling amplitudes according to

Fa,b,g5
1

AN
@e1A12e2Ca,b,g#, ~20!

whereCa,b,g are quenched random phases chosen with
form distribution of the phase, independently distribut
with zero average. The meaning of quenched randomne
the context of a direct numerical simulation is that we r
Eq. ~19! with a given random choice ofF, obtain results
averaged over the randomness of the forcingf, and then re-
run with a fresh random choice ofF. Only at the end we
average the statistical objects over the runs. It is believ9
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and checked numerically in this work, that when the num
N→` the statistical functions are self averaging, and the
average is unneeded.

The couplings satisfy the following symmetries:

Ca,b,g5Ca,g,b, ~Ca,b,g!* 5C2a,2b,2g,
~21!

Ca,b,g5C2g,b,2a.

The first of these conditions stems from the identity of co
ies, leading to the invariance of the equations of motion to
interchange of copies in the nonlinear term. The second
is the reality conditions, the third imposes energy conser
tion in the inviscid, unforced limit. The requirement

Ca,b,g51 if abg50 ~22!

guarantees that forN51 we recapture the original model a
any e. Note that fore50 we have the so-called ‘‘Random
Coupling Model’’ proposed in the context of the Navier
Stokes statistics by Kraichnan in Ref. 7. It was understoo7,9

that in the limit N→` the direct interaction approximatio
~DIA ! becomes exact. After proper elimination of the swee
ing effect @in the framework on the Lagrangian-history DI
~Ref. 10! or by means of the Belinicher–L’vov approach11#
the Kolmogorov 1941~K41! scaling appears as an exact s
lution of the Random Coupling Model. The same is true
the shell models8,9 in which the sweeping effect is absent b
construction. Fore51 the coupling coefficients in the
a-Fourier space~20! are index-independent. This corre
sponds to uncoupling Eq.~16! in the copy space, because
this caseD @ i j l #5d i , jd i ,l . Thus fore51 we recover the origi-
nal Sabra model with anomalous scaling.6 We see that with
the choice of the couplings~20! the model interpolates con
tinuously between the ‘‘Random Coupling Model’’ fore
50 whose scaling is normal K41~at N→`! and the Sabra
model with anomalous scaling fore51. A model of this type
was proposed in the context of the Navier–Stokes statis
by Kraichnan in Ref. 1. The consequences for the pertur
tive theory in the largeN and smalle limits were considered
by Eyink.9

III. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

We are interested in theN→` limit of Eqs. ~19! as a
function of e. As we discussed above, fore50 we have the
random coupling model with normal K41 scaling in the lim
N→`, while for e51 the copies become uncoupled a
with a proper definition of the structure functions all th
scaling exponentszn are the same as the scalingF exponent
of the original Sabra model. We thus expect that for int
mediate values ofe we may find values ofzn that interpolate
between K41 and the Sabra value.

This is actually what was found. We measured the sc
ing exponentz2 of the second order structure functio
S2(kn)[F2(kn ;0),F2(kn ;t) being defined by Eq.~33!. The
exponentz2 have been calculated either with a linear fit
the two decade inertial range, fromn54 to n519 ~see Fig.
1! or by using the fitting procedure on the all structure fun
tion introduced in Ref. 6. The results are the same altho
there is a difference in the estimate of the error bars. T
error bars in Fig. 2 are the ones obtained for the linear fit
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Fig. 2 one can see the plot of the value of the anomal
corrections to Kolmogorov scaling,ez25z222/3, as a func-
tion of 1/N for e50.8 together with the same curve fore
50 and fore51 for N ranging from 5 to 25.

The equations of motion~19! with a51, b5c520.5,
were integrated with the slaved Adams–Bashforth algorith
viscosity n5431029, a time-stepDt51025. The forcing
was subjected on the first two shells, chosen random Ga
ian with zero average and with variances such thats2 /s1

50.7 ~in order to minimize the input of helicity6!. Averages
were taken for a time equal to 250 eddy turnover times
the caseN51. The averaging times were decreased when
number of copies increased, taking into account the fa
convergence times in these cases.

The random couplings were chosen with a zero-me
uniform probability for the random phase at the beginning
each simulations. Rigorously one should have taken aver
over different runs with different couplings but we check
that self-averaging is already valid forN55, at least fore
50.8 ~very small random component in the couplings! and
within our numerical precision. Fore50 self-averaging oc-
curs for large numbers of copies.

FIG. 1. Structure functions log2(Sp(kn)) vs kn in the log–log plot for
p52, 3, 4,e50.8 andN525.

FIG. 2. dz25z222/3 vs 1/N for e50.8 ~diamonds! ande50 ~circles! for N
from 5 to 25.
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In Fig. 2 it is clear then, while in the case fore50 the
corrections to Kolmogorov scaling goes to zero, as was
ready checked for the equivalent spherical model,8 for e
50.8 and fore51 the corrections converge to a finite valu
which increases withe.

IV. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE
STATISTICAL OBJECTS

A. Multitime correlation functions: Definitions and
symmetries

The nonzero second and third order multitime corre
tion functions of the collective variables are defined as

F2;s,s8
a

~kn ;t2t8!Da,a8[^un,s
a ~ t !un,s8

a8* ~ t8!&, ~23!

F3;s,s8,s9
a,a8,a9 ~kn ;t,t8,t9!@Da1a8,a91Da1a8,a91N

1Da1a81N,a8#[^un21,s8
a

~ t !un,s8
a8 ~ t8!un11,s9

a9* ~ t9!&.

~24!

The conservation of thea-momentum which was discusse
above causes the second order correlation function to be
agonal ina, a8, and puts a constrainta1a85a9 modN on
the third order correlation. In Eq.~23! we wrote explicitly
that in stationary conditionsF2 depends on the time differ
encet2t8 only; it is clear also thatF3 depends on two time
differences, sayt2t8 and t2t9. There are a few nonzero
fourth order correlation functions, we present here a natu
general definition,

F4;s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4

a1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 ~kn1
,kn2

,kn3
,kn4

;t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!Da11a2 ,a31a4

[^un1 ,s1

a1 ~ t1!un2 ,s2

a2 ~ t2!un3 ,s3

a3* ~ t3!un4 ,s4

a4* ~ t4!&. ~25!

As we see the correlation functionsFn defined by Eqs.
~23!–~25! depend on the indicesa ands. This dependence is
determined by symmetry considerations. The original Sa
model ~1! is invariant under the transformation~8!. This
leads to the following symmetry of theN, e-Sabra model
~16!:

un,s
a →sun,21

a . ~26!

Consequently, all the correlation functions must be invari

under this transformation. ForF2 it meansF2;s,s8
a,a8 (kn ;t)

5ss8F2;s,s8
a,a8 (kn ;t) and thusss851, i.e. diagonality ins,

s8,

F2;s,s8
a

~kn ;t !5Dss8F2,s
a ~kn ;t !. ~27!

The nonzero components of theF3 tensor are those for which
the products s8s951, namely,

F3;1,1,1
a,a8a9 , F3;1,21,21

a,a8a9 , F3;21,1,21
a,a8a9 , F3;21,21,1

a,a8a9 . ~28!

The nonzero components ofF4 ~25! are those in which the
products1s2s3s451. The corresponding list is obvious.

The symmetry of the Sabra model under the phase tra
formation ~4,5! is more restrictive. For the~N, e!-Sabra
model it leads to an invariance under the transformation,
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Fun,21
a

un,11
a G→Fcosun , 2sinun

sinun , cosun
G Fun,21

a

un,11
a G , ~29!

when un1un115un12 . The consequence of this forF2 is
rather simple; the only invariant combination of the seco
order correlation function is the trace

F2
a~kn ;t ![ (

s561
F2,s

a ~kn ;t !. ~30!

Actually we can make an even stronger statement; the ac
of the random force on the first two shells results in t
randomization of the phasesu1 and u2 . Since the other
phases are determined, they are also random, and sa
^cos2 un&5^sin2 un&51/2. Therefore,F2,s

a (kn ;t)5 1
2F2

a(kn ;t).
Moreover, the functionF2

a(kn ;t) is a-independent,

F2,s
a ~kn ;t !5 1

2F2~kn ;t !. ~31!

This is equivalent to the statement that the correlation fu
tions are diagonal in the copy space,

^un,s
@ l # un,s

@ l 8#* &}D l ,l 8 . ~32!

To see this note that the deterministic part of coupling in E
~16! is diagonal in the copy space, i.e.,}eD i , jD i ,l . The ‘‘in-
tercopy’’ part of coupling~which is }A12e2! is random
~being a Fourier sum of the random phasesCa,b,g!. There-
fore every realization ofC’s implies different phase relation
ships between the variablesun,s

@ l # with different values ofl.
Therefore, the only second-order correlation functions t
survive theC-ensemble averaging are those that are diago
in l ,l 8.

Finally, we conclude that among the group~23! of sec-
ond order correlation functions there exists only one obje
F2(kn ;t), which is invariant under all the symmetry tran
formations of the model and is independent of the indexea
ands. In terms of~23! it may be written as

F2~kn ;t !5
1

N (
a,s

F2;s,s
a ~kn ;t !. ~33!

In a similar but much more involved manner one may fi
the unique invariant object among the group~24! of third
order correlation functions,

F3~kn ;t,t8,t9!5
1

N (
a,b,g

(
s,s8s9

Fg,baAs8s9
s

3@Da,b1g1Da1N,b1g1Da,b1g1N#

3F3;s,s8,s9
a,b,g

~kn ;t8,t9!. ~34!

The easiest way to derive this expression is to compu
time derivative of the invariant objectF2 ~33! as is done in
Appendix A 1. The only objects which may appear in t
result are invariant combinations of the third order corre
tion functions and this is exactly the combination~34!. Com-
puting a time derivative ofF3 ~34! we find the following
invariant combination of the fourth order group~25!,
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 132.77.4.43. Redistribution subject to AI
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F4~kn ;t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4![
1

N2 (
a,b

(
s1 ,...,s5

As2s3

s1 As4s5

s1

3F4;s2 ,s3 ,s4 ,s1

a,b,a,b

3~kn11 ,kn ,kn11 ,kn ;t2 ,t3 ,t4 ,t1!.

~35!

There are few other invariant combinations of the fourth
der group~25!, but only the combination~35! appears in the
dynamics.

Note that the normalization constantsN21 in the defini-
tions~33!, ~34! andN22 in ~35! are chosen such thatF2 , F3 ,
andF4 are ofO ~1!. Moreover, note that although the tripl
correlators~24! are complex functions the invariant comb
nationF3 ~34! is real as a consequence of the reality con
tion for ua and of the sums overa and b. In addition, all
these definitions of correlation functions coincide with t
original correlations of the Sabra model whenN51.

B. Hierarchical equations

We now present the hierarchy of evolution equations
correlation functions up to the equation forF3 , which con-
tains F4 on its right-hand side. We will close the hierarch
by expressingF4 in terms of lower order objects, showin
that what we neglect is of higher order ine.

With the definitions given above, in the inviscid un
forced limit ~i.e., in the bulk of the inertial range! the evolu-
tion equations derived in Appendix A1 take the form,

]

]t
F2~kn ,t !5ga,n11F3~kn11 ;0,t,t !1gb,nF3~kn ;t,0,t !

1gc,n21F3~kn21 ;t,t,0!, ~36!

]

]t1
F3~kn ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

5ga,nF4~kn ,kn11 ,kn ,kn11 ;t1 ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

1gb,n21F4~kn22 ,kn ,kn ,kn11 ;t1 ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

1gc,n22F4~kn23 ,kn22 ,kn ,kn11 ;t1 ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!, ~37!

]

]t2
F3~kn ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

5ga,n11F4~kn21 ,kn11 ,kn12 ,kn11 ;t1 ,t2 ,t2 ,t3!

1gb,nF4~kn21 ,kn21 ,kn11 ,kn11 ;t1 ,t2 ,t2 ,t3!

1gc,n21F4~kn21 ,kn22kn21 ,kn11 ;t1 ,t2 ,t2 ,t3!,

]

]t3
F3~kn ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

5ga,n12F4~kn21 ,kn ,kn12 ,kn13 ;t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t3!

1gb,n11F4~kn21 ,kn ,kn ,kn12 ;t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t3!

1gc,nF4~kn21 ,kn ,kn ,kn21 ;t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t3!.

This set of equations exhibits terms on the right-ha
side coming from nonlinear contributions only. The line
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. The diagrammatic notation o
the basic objects.~a! The correlation
functions Fn . ~b! The bare Green’s
function ~thin line! and the dressed
Green’s functionsGn,m . A circle con-
nectingn wavy lines stands for annth
order correlation function, and a circle
with n wavy lines andm straight lines
stands for a Green’s function withn
velocities andm forcing. ~c! The third
order verticesg, and A,B,C; irreduc-
ible contributions of the fourth and
fifth order verticesD42n,n

ir andD52n,n

denoted as empty squares and pen
gons. Double line tails stands eithe
for a straight or wavy tail.
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dissipative terms are negligible in the limitn→0; there is
nothing in the dissipative terms that compensates the van
ing of the viscosity. In addition, the terms coming from t
forcing appear explicitly only in the equations for the corr
lations calculated ink1 andk2 , the forced shells. They van
ish in the inertial range.

The structure of the hierarchical Eqs.~36!–~37! and of
various future equations becomes transparent if we ado
graphical representation. The symbols used in the graph
representation are those introduced in the context of re
malized perturbation theory,2,5 see Fig. 3. It is important to
stress however that the present approach is not perturba
and does not generate any infinite series of diagrams.
cordingly the present theory does not suffer from the us
perturbative problems of unknown convergence propertie
infinite series.

The hierarchical Eqs.~36!–~37! are exhibited in Fig.
4~a!. The consistent closure procedure~see below! requires
the introduction of response functions and their equation
motion. The equations for all the response functions up
four-point objects are presented analytically in Appendix A
and graphically in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!.

C. Scaling invariance and h-slices

The Sabra and (N,e)-Sabra equations~1! and~16! in the
unforced, inviscid limit are invariant under the followin
two-parameter rescaling groupR(h,r),
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 132.77.4.43. Redistribution subject to AI
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R~h,r!kn5kn /r, R~h,r!t5r12ht,
~38!R~h,r!un5rhun ,

whereR is the rescaling operator. Correspondingly the hi
archical equations for the correlation functions and
Green’s functions display invariance under the same res
ing groupR(h,r) when the statistical objects transform
follows:

R~h,r!Fn5rnhFn , R~h,r!Gn,15r~n21!h23Gn,1 ,
~39!R~h,r!G1,25r2~h16!G1,2,....

Explicitly, the application ofR(h,r) to any statistical
object reads

R~h,r!Fn~km ,km8 ,km9 ,...;t,t8,t9,...!

[FnS km

r
,
km8
r

,
km9
r

,...;r12ht,r12ht8,r12ht9,...D . ~40!

The simple fact that the hierarchical equations arelinear
equations has a crucial consequence for the theory; by d
substitution one can check that the rescaling symmetry
wider than ~39! and includes an additionaln-independent
function of h-Z(h), which at present seems arbitrary,

R~h,r!Fn5rnh1Z~h!Fn ,

R~h,r!Gn,15r~n21!h231Z~h!Gn,1 , ~41!

R~h,r!G1,25r2~h16!1Z~h!G1,2,... .
tions
FIG. 4. The symbolic representation of the first evolution equations in the hierarchy for correlation and Green’s functions. The graphical notaare
presented in Fig. 3.
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Note that in principle the rescaling group for the hierarch
of the correlation and Green’s function could be defined
ing two different functionsZ1(h) andZ2(h). However, the
existence of an inhomogeneous term proportional to the b
Green’s function@first line in Fig. 4~b!# results in the identity
of Z(h) in the two hierarchies. This point is explained
detail in Ref. 5.

It is tempting to offer a physical explanation of the ide
tity of the of Z(h). In some way it must be connected wi
the scaling exponent of the probability distribution functi
of subset of velocity configurations with a givenh. In other
words, if the probability to find in a turbulent ensemble
solution $un% of the unforced equations in the inviscid lim
which is Ph($un%), then the probability to find a rescale
solutionR(h,r)$un% is rZ(h)Ph(R(h,r)$un%). It should be
stressed however that the issue of the rescaling propertie
the ergodic measure of our model is far from being e
hausted by this comment, and a lot of further research
needed to solidify and interpret it further. We leave this
teresting issue for future research.

We reiterate that at this pointr and h are free param-
eters, andZ(h) is ann-independent arbitrary function ofh.
We will see later that this freedom is restricted by the eq
tions; althoughr remains arbitrary,h belongs to a natura
interval, and the freedom ofZ(h) is removed by a solvability
condition for the hierarchy of equations.

As stressed before,2 the existence of the rescaling grou
R(h,r) for the linear set of equations suggests the existe
of particular solutions that are characterized byh. In other
words, we consider solutions denoted asFn;h andGm,n;h that
solve equations onan h-slice, for example,

]

]t1
F2;h~kn ,t1 ,t2!5ga,n11F3;h~kn11 ;t2 ,t1 ,t1!

1gb,nF3;h~kn ;t1 ,t2 ,t1!

1gc,n21F3;h~kn21 ;t1 ,t1 ,t2!, ~42!

where the rescaling property of aparticular solutionFn,h is

R~h,r!Fn,h5rnh1Z~h!Fn,h~km ;t1 ,...,tn!. ~43!

ThegeneralsolutionFn of the hierarchical equations that w
are interested in is naturally obtained as the weighted i
gral,

Fn~$km%,$t%!5E dm~h!Fn,h~$km%,$t%!, ~44!

where$km%5km8 , km9 ,... and$t%5t8,t9,... are thesets of
k- and t- arguments of correlation functionsFn . The weight
dm(h)/dh may be, in principle, found from the bounda
conditions, by matching the general solution in the iner
interval with the nonuniversal part ofFn in the energy con-
taining interval.

The representation~44! follows rigorously from the res-
caling symmetry of the problem and the linearity of the
erarchical equations. It offers a very useful connection to
multifractal model for anomalous scaling in turbulence th
was introduced phenomenologically for simultaneous fu
fused objects in Ref. 12. In Ref. 5 it was realized that
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 132.77.4.43. Redistribution subject to AI
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multifractal model follows naturally from the equations
motion for the fully unfused multitime correlation function
We introduce the following dimensionless objects:

F̃n,h~$km%;$t%![
1

u0
n F k̄m

k0
Gnh1Z~h!

Fn,h~$km%;$t%!, ~45!

where k̄m is the geometric mean of the$km%, vectors in-
volved in the correlation function,km1

,km2
,.... Dimension-

lessk- and t-argumentsk andt are defined as

kmj
[

kmj

k̄
, t j[

t j

t~mj ,h!
, ~46!

wheret(m,h) is a characteristic time on them-shell for the
h-slice is

t~m,h![
1

k0u0
S km

k0
D 12h

. ~47!

Finally the integral~44! is written as

Fn~$k%,$t%!5u0
nE dm~h!F k0

k̄m
G nh1Z~h!

F̃n,h~$k%,$t%!.

~48!

It is easy to recognize that this formula is a natural~multi-
time, multipoint! generalization of the multifractal represe
tation of structure functions ifZ(h)532D(h), whereD(h)
is the fractal dimension of the set of points that support
Hölder exponenth4. The functionZ(h) is related to the
scaling exponents of the structure functionszn via the saddle
point requirement

zn5min
h

@nh1Z~h!#. ~49!

This identification stems from the fact that the integral
~48! is computed in the limit (k0 / k̄m)→` via the steepes
decent method. Neglecting logarithmic corrections one fin
that Fn}(k0 / k̄m)zn.

V. Z-COVARIANT CONTROLLED CLOSURE

In Ref. 5 we introduce a closure scheme that exploits
rescaling symmetry of the hierarchy of equation onh-slices.
This closure turns out to be somewhat different from tra
tional closures. Since the first attempts in the 1940s it
been customary to close the set of equations in the m
natural way, that is by expressing high order correlat
functions in terms of lower order ones. Generally such p
cedures do not preserve the fundamental rescaling symm
~38!. For example, if one tries to estimateF4 asF2

2, it would
requireZ(h)50. We propose that attempts to close the
erarchy without respecting the rescaling symmetry~with
Z(h)Þ0! necessarily lead to fundamental mistakes of t
type, ruining the possibility of finding anomalous exponen

The minimal requirements for an acceptable clos
should be that realizability conditions are guaranteed;
cannot have negative PDFs and negative energy spectr
addition, we want to preserve the Galilean and resca
symmetries of the original equations. We therefore propos
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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closure scheme in which both these requirements are
filled. Realizability is guaranteed because in our model
have small parameters, i.e., 1/N ande that are used to contro
the closure, making the neglected terms vanishingly sm
compared with those retained in the limit 1/N→0 and e
→0. The second requirement is met by expressing hig
order correlation~fourth order quantities in the lowest orde
closure! in term of lower order ones in such a way that t
rescaling symmetry~41! in an h-slice is preserved. In par
ticular all our closure steps areZ(h) covariant, in the sense
that all the terms in the resulting equations have the sa
Z(h) dependence. As a consequence the equations are
tral to power counting, andZ(h) is computed fromcoeffi-
cientsrather than powers. In factZ(h) is found from solv-
ability conditions as is demonstrated below.

The procedure developed in the rest of this paper i
closure at the level ofF4;h . We are going to representF4;h

in terms of the lower order quantities, the two point quan
ties F2;h and G1,1;h , and the three point quantitiesF3;h ,
G1,2;h , and G2,1;h . There is a part ofF4;h that cannot be
represented in terms of these lower order quantities, but
will show that this part is of lower order ine, in fact of
O(e6), whereas the retained terms are ofO(e4). In order to
show this explicitly we will have to consider the closure
the level ofF5;h , representingF5;h in terms of all the lower
order two-point, three-point, and four-point objects.

In representing higher order quantities in terms of low
order ones there are many different combinations of low
der quantities which appear in any given higher order one
fact all the topologically possible combinations are allowe
To facilitate the analysis it is natural to represent these
diagrams. In making three point objects from two point on
there appear three different ways of combining the two po
objects. These are represented by ‘‘vertices’’ which are
noted below asAh , Bh , and Ch . In perturbation theories
such vertices are commonly represented in terms of infi
series. In our approach~as in a fully resumed diagrammat
theory! these vertices are solved for exactly in terms of
three-point objects on anh-slice. It turns out, once the theor
is written down, that these vertices appear always in
same combinations with the two-point Green’s functio
G1,1;h which never appears alone. We thus work in terms
three newly defined objects that we call ‘‘triplices.’’ Th
A-triplex is the vertexAh linked toG1,1;h , theB-triplex is the
vertex Bh linked to two G1,1;h’s, and theC-triplex is the
vertex Ch linked to threeG1,1;h’s. We reiterate that at no
point do we need to sum infinite series.

At the end of our procedure we will pose equations
motion for theF2;h and the three triplices, which are close
upon themselves and are valid toO(e4). A simplified ver-
sion which includes only oneA-triplex is shown in Fig. 5.
This simplified set of equations is analyzed in the sequel,
we show that as a function ofe it predicts a transition from
normal scaling to anomalous scaling. The reader who is
fascinated by the technical details can skip Sec. VI, and
serve the appearance of solvability conditions in Sec. VI
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VI. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF DERIVING THE
CLOSURE EQUATIONS

A. Definition of the triplex objects TA;h ,TB;h ,TC,h

As a preparatory step for the closure procedure we in
duce three types of triplices;A-triplex TA;h , B-triplex TB;h ,
and C-triplex TC,h . Triplices are functions of threek- and
three t-arguments, sayk, k8, k9 and t, t8, t9. As any three
point objects of the Sabra-shell model they differ from ze
only for three consecutive shell numbers, saym21, m and
m11. The C-triplex is invariant under all permutations o
points, therefore it is enough to mention only one of t
k-arguments, corresponding, for example to the middle s
km . So, we haveTC,h5TC,h(km ;t,t8,t9). The convention
here is that the first time argumentt corresponds to the small
est shellm21, the secondt8 to the middle shellm and the
last t9 to them11-shell. The same convention is chosen f
theA-andB-triplices, the only difference is that these two a
invariant only under permutation of two points, the third o
is special. Therefore we have three differentA- and
B-triplices ~and oneC-triplex! denoted as

TA;h
~11! ,TA;h

~21! ,TA;h
~0! ; TB;h

~11! ,TB;h
~21! ,TB;h

~0! ; TC,h . ~50!

The superscript~11! means here that thek-argument of the
special shell iskm11 , ~21! corresponds tokm21 , and~0!-to
km . These objects are defined in terms of the followi
seven three point functions@with the same convention con
cerning the arguments, see their definitions~~A4!–~A7!#:

G1,2;h
~11! ,G1,2;h

~21! ,G1,2;h
~0! ; G2,1;h

~11! ,G2,1;h
~21! ,G2,1;h

~0! ; F3;h .
~51!

ThreeA-triplices TA;h are defined in terms of the three co
responding~with the same superscript! Green’s functions
G1,2;h , which describe the response of the velocityvm1

to
two forcing factors on the shellsm2 andm3 defined by Eq.
~A7!. In terms ofG1,2;h we have

FIG. 5. The hierarchy of equations onh-slice after the level-4 closure. Fo
the beginning we did not consider here contributions ofB- andC-triplices.
This allows us to reduce a system of four equations to the system of just
equations forF2;h ~two top lines! and for A-triplex ~two bottom lines!.
Equation forA-triplex follows for equation in Fig. 8 after disregarding th
empty square term and multiplying the result on the right by two inve
Green’s functions.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Exact representation of th
Green’s functionsG2,1;h and G1,2;h ~a
and b! and correlation functionF3;h in
terms of the vertexA and the Green’s
functionsG1,1. In our approach these
serve as thedefinitions of triplices
TA;h ,TB;h ,TC,h , on anh slice viaF2;h

andG2,1;h ,G1,2;h ,F3;h .
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G1,2;h
~0! ~km ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5E

t1

`

dt18E
t3

`

dt38T1;h
~0! ~km ;t18 ,t2 ,t38!

3G1,1;h~km21 ;t182t1!

3G1,1;h~km11 ;t382t3!. ~52!

Similar equations serve to define the triplicesTA;h
11 andTA;h

(21)

simply by replacing on the left-hand side the appropri
response functions and by the required changes of the
integration on the right-hand side,

FIG. 7. Compact representation of the fourth-order statistical object
terms of triplices and irreducible fourth order vertices~empty squares!.
Double lines denote either wavy or straight lines. Thus a short wavy
short double line denote either pair correlator~long wavy line, when the
short double line denotes a wavy one! or the Green’s function~short wavy
and short straight line, when the double line denotes a straight one!. One
understands a long double line as consisting of two short double line. Th
fore a long double line may denote three versions of two-point objects;
two-point correlation function and two orientations of the Green’s functio
The long double line is not allowed to be made of two short straight lin
The different topologies are counted in these figures, for example, in~a! one
has three different Gaussian decompositions ofF4;h , 45 different contribu-
tions in terms of triplices, and 15 contributions in terms of four-point ve
ces.
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G1,2;h
~11!~km ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

5E
t1

`

dt18E
t2

`

dt28TA;h
~11!~km ;t18 ,t28 ,t3!

3G1,1;h~km21 ;t182t1!G1,1;h~km ;t282t2!, ~53!

G1,2;h
~21!~km ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5E

t2

`

dt28E
t3

`

dt38TA;h
~21!~km ;t1 ,t28 ,t38!

3G1,1;h~km ;t282t2!

3G1,1;h~km11 ;t382t3!. ~54!

Now let us have a look in Fig. 6~b! at the representation
of the Green’s functionsG2,1 in terms of the two triplicesA,
B, the correlation functionF2 and the Green’s functions
G1,1. This serves to define theB-triplex. The explicit ana-
lytic definition of TB;h

(0) triplex is

in

d

e-
e
.
.

FIG. 8. Equation forG1,2;h . For simplicity we did not display here the term
with B-andC-triplices. Topologically they look like the exhibited terms wit
the A-triplex.
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G2,1;h
~0! ~km ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5E

t2

`

dt28H E
0

`

dt38TA;h
~0! ~km ;t1 ,t28 ,t38!F2;h~km11 ;T382t3!G1,1;h~km ;t282t2!

1E
0

`

dt18TA;h
~11!~kn ;t18 ,t28 ,t3!G1,1,;h~km ;t282t2!F2;h~km21 ;T182t1!J

1E
0

`

dt28TB;h
~0! ~kn ;t1 ,t28 ,t3!G1,1;h~km21 ;t282t2!. ~55!

Similar equations forTB;h
(21) andTB;h

11 can be derived by usingG2,1;h
(21) andG2,1;h

(11) . Analogously, Fig. 6~c! allows one to define
C triples,

F3;h~km ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!5E
0

`

dt28E
0

`

dt38TA;h
~21!~km ;t1 ,t28 ,t38!F2;h~km ;t282t2!F2;h~km11 ,t382t3!

1E
0

`

dt18E
0

`

dt38TA;h
~0! ~km ;t18 ,t2 ,t38!F2;h~km21 ,t182t1!F2;h~km11 ,t382t3!

1E
0

`

dt18E
0

`

dt28TA;h
~11!~km ;t18 ,t28 ,t3!F2;h~km21 ,t182t1!F2;h~km ,t282t2!

1E
0

`

dt18TB;h
~21!~km ,t18 ,t2 ,t3!F2;h~km21 ,t182t1!1E

0

`

dt28TB;h
~0! ~km ,t1 ,t28 ,t3!F2;h~km ,t282t2!

1E
0

`

dt38TB11,h
~0! ~km ;t1 ,t2 ,t38!F2;h~km11 ,t382t3!1TC,h~km ;t1 ,t2 ,t3!. ~56!
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B. Representation of the four-point functions

This theory has four different fundamental four-poi
statistical objects; the correlation functionF4;h and three
nonlinear Green’s functions,G3,1(A9), G2,2(A10), and
G1,3. These objects are shown in Fig. 3~a! as circles with
four tails; four wavy tails forF4 , three wavy, and one
straight tail forG3,1, etc. As the three-point objects, also th
four-point objects can be represented as combination
lower order two and three-point objects, and in addition th
have a piece thatcannotbe so represented. Consider Fig.
For every four-point statistical object we show the part o
tained from two-point objects, which is the Gaussian deco
position, a part that is given in terms of two-point objec
and three-point vertices, and finally the part that calls for
introduction of four-point vertices which are represented
empty squares and denoted byD. There are four different
D-vertices, depending on the nature of the tails connec
them. As in the case of the three-point vertices, the fo
point vertices that can be solved for in terms of the fo
point statistical objects. The figures offer a strong motivat
for the graphic representation. Analytically the equation
F4;h consist of 63 terms, equations forG3,1;h has 31 terms,
etc. The graphic notation is sufficient for all our future co
siderations.

In particular, by substituting these representations on
right-hand side of the hierarchy of equation for the thre
point objects@Fig. 4~c! and bottom lines of Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!# we get equations for the three-point objects in terms
the two, three-point objects and four-point vertices. An e
ample of such an equation is given in Fig. 8.
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C. Closure on the level of fourth order objects

The simplest closure which may already predict anom
lous scaling is very simple, and is obtained by neglecting
empty squares in all the equations of motion for two a
three-point objects. Below we show that in this approxim
tion we account exactly for all terms up toO(e4) and neglect
terms ofO(e6) and smaller. The resulting system of equ
tions can be exactly reduced to a system of four evolut
equations forF2;h and the three triplices. A simplified ver
sion of these equations involving theA-triplex only is shown
in Fig. 5.

D. Closure on the level of fifth order objects

In order to formulate this closure consider four sets
hierarchical equations:

~1! The first set consists of three evolution equations for
correlation functionsF2;h , F3;h , andF4;h . These equa-
tions contain on their right-hand sideF3;h , F4;h , and
F5;h respectively.

~2! The second set consists of three equations for
Green’s functionsG1,1;h , G2,1;h , andG3,1;h , having on
their right-hand side theG2,1;h , G3,1;h , andG4,1;h .

~3! The third set consists of two equations for the Gree
functionsG1,2;h andG2,2;h in terms ofG2,2;h andG2,3;h .

~4! The fourth set has just one equation for the Green’s fu
tion G1,3;h in terms ofG2,4;h .

The new objects that appear at this level are the four fi
order functionsF5;h , G2,3;h , G3,2;h , andG4,1;h which appear
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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in the right-hand side of the last equation in each of the f
sets. Like the fourth-order objects they may be presented
sum of reducible and irreducible parts, the latter being
lated to a new set of fifth order vertices that can be rep
sented graphically as empty pentagons. The reducible pa
a sum of all the topologically allowed contributions ma
from lower order objects;F2;h ,G1,1;h , three triplices and
four fourth order verticesD42n,n;h . The irreducible part of
the statistical objects is, by definition, what is not reducib
The closure on the level of fifth-order objects is obtained
disregarding all the irreducible contributions in fifth-ord
objects.

We are not going to study explicitly the equations o
tained from the closure at the level of the fifth order objec
We use this level to justify the relative smallness of wh
was neglected in the closure on the level of the fourth or
objects. To this aim we derive now an exact equation for
empty squares that does not contain any time derivative. T
is done as follows: Compute]F4;h /]t1 using the representa
tion of F4;h via D42n,n;h and second order objects, shown
Fig. 7. For the time derivatives of the second order obje
use the corresponding evolution equations involvingF3;h

and the third order Green’s functions. The latter in their tu
may be expressed exactly via third order vertices~black tri-
angles!. On the other hand we have the evolution equat
for ]F4;h /]t1 which relates it toF5;h . Now F5;h can be
presented as a sum of reducible contributions~made from
lower order objects! and an irreducible part, which is pre
sented via empty pentagons. Equating the formulas
]F4;h /]t1 one gets after some tedious algebra an exactlinear
equation for the fourth order vertices in terms of lower ord
objects and the fifth order empty pentagons. This equatio
displayed in Fig. 9. The closure on the fifth level amounts
discarding the empty pentagons, leading to a linear inho
geneous equation for the empty squares. This equation se
for the order of magnitude estimates presented in the n
section.

VII. ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE

In this section we explain how the small parametee
controls the sequential steps in the closure procedure in
~N, e!-model. In particular, we address the empty square
Fig. 8 that is being discarded in the closure on the leve

FIG. 9. Exact equation forDn,42n
ir ~empty square!.
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fourth order objects, showing that it is of lower order ine
compared to the terms that are retained in the limitN→`.

First, recall that initially all our objects had ‘‘Fourie
space’’ indicesa, b, g,... and spinor indicess, s8, s9,.... The

tensorial correlation functionsF2;s,s8
a , F3,s,s8,s9

a,a8,a9 , and

F4,s,s8,...
a,a8,... are defined by Eqs.~23!–~25! and the tensorial

Green’s functions of the second, third, and fourth order
defined by Eqs.~A2!–~A5!. Equations~33!–~35! introduce
the scalar objectsF2 , F3 , andF4 as sums over tensor indi
ces. For these objects we derived scalar equations and
were represented diagrammatically. Of course, all the d
grammatic equations~including equations on anh-slice! dis-
cussed so far may be understood also as equations fo
tensor objects with explicita, b, g,... ands, s8, s9,... indi-
ces. In this case each equation~or diagram! for the tensor
objectsincludes summations over dummy Fourier and spin
indices for all the intervening objects,~vertices, triplices,
etc.!, in the body of the diagrams. This calls for definitions
tensorial triplices and fourth and fifth order vertices. In pa
ticular, each triplex is understood as a sum similar to~34! of
objects depending ona, b’s. For example,

TA;h
~0! ~kn ;t1 ,t2 ,t3!5

1

N (
a,b,g

@Da,b1g1Da1N,b1g

1Da,b1g1N#TA;h
~0!a,b,g~kn ;t1 ,t2 ,t3!,

~57!

where the sums ons’s have already been performed. Th
objectsTA;h

a,b,g are obtained from tensorial equations identic
to ~52!–~56!, but with the second and third order objec
having the appropriate Greek indices. Having done so it
lows thatTA;h

a,b,g is of orderO(1/AN); this stems from the
fact thatF3;h

a,b,g is of orderO(1/AN) andF2;h
a andG1,1;h

aa are
O(1). In other words,TA;h

a,b,g has the same order magnitud
and the same tensorial structureas the three-point correla
tion functionF3;h

a,b,g . Again, Eq.~57! can be inverted to give

TA;h
~0!a,b,g5F2a,2b,2gTA;h

~0! , ~58!

whereTA;h
(0) is a functionO(1). Similar relationships may be

written for the other triplices.
Using this information we can discuss the order of ma

nitude of the terms in the equation forG1,2;h exhibited in Fig.
8. All the following considerations apply similarly to th
equations forF3;h andG2,1;h . In fact the order of magnitude
of the different terms in the equations does depend only
the topology of the graphs and not on the kind of two-po
functions.

The equation in Fig. 8 has three types of contributio
The first one on the right-hand side has a ‘‘simple’’ loo
~made of two lines representing second order objects!. The
next three terms have a loop made from three lines~‘‘trian-
gular’’ loop! and the last term has a fourth order vertex,
empty square.

The term with the simple loop has two sums over Gre
indices, each having a product of two complex conjugateF’s
~three factorsF’s coming from the three vertices and on
coming from the definition ofG1,2;h!. Accordingly this term
is of the order of unity, as the left-hand side. In the triangu
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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loops we also have two sums on Greek indices of four f
tors of F. In this case the term will be multiplied by th
following factor:

1

N (
abd

Fa1b,a,bFa,d,a2dFb,2d,b1dFa2d,a1b,2b2d

5
1

N3 (
abd

~e1A12e2Ca1b,a,b!

3~e1A12e2Ca,d,a2d!~e1A12e2Cb,2d,b1d!

3~e1A12e2Ca2d,a1b,2b2d!. ~59!

The four factorsC do not appear as couples of compl
conjugates. As a result, after averaging over the random
and sendingN→` all the terms that present a random pha
in ~59! will go to zero and only the factore4 will survive.
The conclusion, which is of fundamental importance for t
solution of our model, is thatterms with triangular loops are
smaller than terms with a simple loop by a factor of O(e4).
This is the first place thate appears as an important param
eter that distinguishes the order of magnitude of compe
terms. We reiterate that usually, without the introduction
e, all the diagrams that one obtains in the context of turbul
statistics are of the same order.

The second important role of the small parametere is to
make the last term with an empty square even smaller t
the terms just analyzed. We show that it is of the order ofe6.
In order to see this, consider the equation for the em
squares exhibited in Fig. 9. The irreducible part ofF5;h is
related here to the empty pentagon. At this point we disc
the empty pentagon without much ado, and find the orde
magnitude of the empty square. Of course, this step sh
be justified by estimating next the order of the empty pen
gon, which can be done by going to the closure on the le
of sixth order objects@with the result that the term with th
empty pentagon is smaller than the other terms in this eq
tions by a factor ofO(e2). This term is ofO(e8)#.

After discarding the empty pentagon we have an eq
tion for the empty square in terms of itself and of lower ord
objects. This equation corresponds to the top line in Fig
On the right-hand side we have objects with four vertices
one loop. Accordingly they are ofO(e4). The left-hand side
has an operator that acts on our empty square. The ope
contains unity, and is therefore estimated to be of theO(1).
This is in fact a dangerous point. We are not guaranteea
priori that the empty square is not a zero mode of this
erator. We are going to make an assumption that this is
the case. This assumption cannot be justified before the
of the calculation. In principle, one needs to proceed un
this assumption, compute explicitly the second and third
der objects, and justify the assumptiona posterioriby a di-
rect substitution and calculation.

Making this assumption we conclude that the term
cluding the empty square in Fig. 8 is ofO(e6) and it can be
neglected with impunity. This leaves us with the equat
represented in Fig. 5. Previously we were satisfied with
graphic representation but now we need to discuss its
lytic form. In Appendix B we display the algebraic form i
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thev-representation in full. For the scale invariant functio
~B18! these equations may be written as follows:

2@ iV1s̃h~V!#F̃2;h~V!5B̃h~V!, ~60!

m@ iV11s̃* ~V1!#T̃A;h
~11!~V2 ,V0!

5e4@D̃h
~11!~V2 ,V0!1 Ẽh

~11!~V2 ,V0!#, ~61!

2@ iV01s̃h~V0!#T̃A;h
~0! ~V2 ,V1!

5e4@D̃h
~0!~V2 ,V1!1 Ẽh

~0!~V2 ,V1!#, ~62!

2@ iV21s̃~V2!#T̃A;h
~21!~V0 ,V1!

5e4@D̃h
~21!~V0 ,V1!1 Ẽh

~21!~V0 ,V1!#. ~63!

Here F̃2;h is a dimensionless second order correlation fu
tions, T̃A;h

( l ) are dimensionless triplices. The term with th
mass operators̃ originates from the diagramA in the equa-
tion for F̃2;h and from diagram C in equations forT̃A;h

( l ) . The
termsẼh

( l ) andD̃h
( l ) , with a factore4 in front, originate from

the triangle diagrams D and E in Fig. 8. Analytical forms
these functions are given in Appendix B.

VIII. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF THE SOLVABILITY
CONDITIONS

Equations~60!–~63!, which are exact in the limite→0,
are nonlinear integral equations for one function of one f
quency F̃2;h(V) and three functionsT̃A;h

( l ) ~for l 50 and l
561! of two frequencies. A complete analysis of the
equations is very difficult and beyond of the scope of t
paper. In this section we will only demonstrate how the so
ability conditions of these equations may determine the fu
tion Z(h). For the purpose of this demonstration it is suf
cient to restrict ourselves to the ‘‘one-triplex reduction’’ of
Eqs.~60!–~63!. Considering only the two equations forF̃2;h

andT̃ A;h
(0) , we substitute on the right-hand side of these eq

tions T̃ A;h
(0) instead ofT̃ A;h

(61) ,

2@ iV1s̃h~V!#F̃2;h~V!5B̃h~V!, ~64!

@ iV01s̃h~V!#T̃ A;h
~0! ~V2 ,V1!

5e4@ Ẽh
~0!~V2 ,V1!1D̃h

~0!~V2 ,V1!#. ~65!

Clearly, neglecting the difference between triplices with d
ferent l is an uncontrolled step which can~and will! be im-
proved in future work.

Given a set of integral equations~64!, ~65! it is custom-
ary to expand the unknown functions in an appropriate co
plete set of functions, and to project the resulting expan
form on each function in the set separately. In this way o
generates a countable set of algebraic equations. The
automatic step in this procedure is the choice of the comp
set of functions. By choosing the low order functions in t
basis set to represent in some sense the properties o
expected solutions, one can hope that a truncated set
serve as well. It is of course also very helpful if the used
of functions is simple enough to allow as much analytic
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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tegration as possible. To find a good compromise betw
these requirements we suggest to use a set of functions

f 0~V!5
1

V1 ig
,...,f n~V!5

dn

dgn

1

V1 ig
,..., ~66!

which correspond int-representation to the set of Laguer
functions, exp(2gt),...tn exp(2gt)... . With these functions
one may compute analytically all the needed integrals
they have a reasonable asymptotic behavior for larget.

The explicit solution of Eqs.~64!, ~65! is not a trivial
task and considerable amount of work will be called for
the future to find and to analyze it. In this paper we proce
on qualitative grounds to demonstrate that the solvab
condition of these equations contains the phenomenon
anomalous scaling. For this purposes we will employ just
first nonvanishing term in the set~66! as displayed below,

F̃2;h~V!⇒F
g

V21g2 , ~67!

T A;h
~0! ~V2 ,V1!⇒T

1

~V12 ig1!2~V21 ig1!2 . ~68!

One sees that forF̃2;h(V) we took Imf0(V) as required by
the evenness of a real functionF̃2;h(V). In t-representation
the triplexTA;h(t2 ,t1) must be zero ift1 and/ort2 are less
or equal to zero. The homogeneous evolution equations
the triplices dictate that they are small for smallt1 and/or
t2 . Therefore there is no contribution off 0(V) to the trip-
lices, and we employ the representation~68! in which the
choice betweenf 1(V) and f 1* (V) is dictated by causality
We introduced in Eq.~68! an additional freedom (g1Þg)
which will allow us to see later how qualitative results d
pend on the choice of the trial functions. The results are o
weakly sensitive to the ratiog1 /g.

As one knows for example from quantum mechani
calculations of energy levels, eigenvalues are usually m
less sensitive to the choice of trial functions than the co
sponding eigenfunctions. This provides an additional jus
cation to the expectation that our eigenvalue problem of fi
ing Z(h) from the solvability condition of Eqs.~64!, ~65! is
still meaningful even with very simple trial functions~67!,
~68!. To formulate the solvability condition we consider
consequence of Eq.~65! which may be called their ‘‘one-
frequency’’ reduction; multiply Eq.~62! for T̃ h

(0) by d(V
1V22V1) and integrate overV1 andV2 . This gives

2@ iV1s̃h~V!#T̃~V!5e4@D̃h~V!1 Ẽh~V!#, ~69!

in which

T̃h~V![E dV2dV1d~V22V1!

2p
T̃ h

~0!~V2 ,V1!, ~70!

D̃h~V![E dV2dV1d~V1V22V1!

2p
D̃h

~0!~V2 ,V1!,

~71!

Ẽ~V![E dV2dVd~V1V22V1!p

2p
Ẽh

~0!~V2 ,V1!. ~72!
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Equation ~69! has exactly the same factor@ iV

1s̃h(V)# in its left-hand side as Eq.~64! for F̃2;h(V),

2@ iV1s̃h~V!#F̃2;h~V!5B̃h~V!. ~73!

This allows the elimination of the nonhomogeneous ter
}V, multiplying Eq. ~73! by Th(V) and Eq. ~69! by
F̃2;h(V) and taking their difference,

T̃~V!B̃h~V!5e4F̃2;h~V!@D̃h~V!1 Ẽh~V!#. ~74!

Recall that according~B24! B̃h is a form linear in the trip-
licesTA;h and quadratic inF2;h , while D̃h andD̃h are forms
quadratic inT̃A;h and linear inF̃2;h . Therefore Eq.~74! is a
homogeneous form which is quadratic both inT̃A;h andF̃2;h .
With our representation~67!, ~68! of F2;h andT̃A;h , Eq. ~74!
is proportional toF2T2 which may be canceled if there exis
a nontrivial solution of the problem. Therefore one m
think that Eq.~74! is the solvability condition which we are
looking for. However, the trial functions~67! and ~68! are
not a solution of Eqs.~73! and ~69!. Therefore we canno
expect to satisfy Eq.~74! for all values of the frequency
According to our calculational scheme we have to project
initial Eqs. ~69!, ~73! on the ~truncated! set of functions
f 0(V), f 1(V) and consider the algebraic consequences
this step. Actually Eq.~74! sheds light on how we may pro
ceed in order to find a solvability condition in our schem
Namely, we may project Eq.~73! for F2;h on the triplex trial
function ~68! and Eq.~69! for T̃A;h on the trial function~67!
for F2;h and subtract the results. This procedure correspo
to V-integration of Eq.~74!,

E dV

2p
T̃h~V!B̃h~V!5e4E dV

2p
@F̃2;h~V!D̃h~V!

1F̃2;h~V!Ẽh~V!#, ~75!

In Eq. ~75! B̃h(V) is given by Eqs.~B24!–~B27!, D̃h(V)
and Ẽh(V) are defined by Eqs.~71! and ~71! in which
D̃h

(0)(V2 ,V1) and Ẽh
(0)(V2 ,V1) are given by ~B28!–

~B30!. All these equations contain the functionsF̃2;h(V) and
T̃h(V) for which we will use the representations~67! and
~68!. Finally Eq. ~75! yields

a

RZ
Ua~h!1bUb~h!1cRzUc~h!50, ~76!

where RZ5l21Z(h) and Ua(h), Ub(h) and Uc(h) are
V-integrals ofUa;h(V), Ub;h(V), andUc;h(V) and

Ua;h~V![Va;h~V!2e4Wa;h~V!, Ub;h~V![Vb;h~V!,

Uc;h~V![Vc;h~V!2e4Wc;h~V!. ~77!

Equation~76! is quadratic with respect toRZ5l21Z(h) and
allows us to findZ as a function ofh. The actual calculation
has been done with the help ofMatematica, a system for
doing analytical calculations by a computer.13 The resulting
set of functionsZ(h) for e50, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, for the
spacing parametersl52, 4 and the parameterb50, 20.5,
21 is shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 displays the functio
Z(h) for the same set ofe, b522 andl52, 4, 8. Note that
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. The functionZ(h) for differ-
ent values ofe, b, andl. Different line
types denote different values ofe; e
50, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 are show
with solid, long dashed, dashed
dashed–dotted, and dotted lines, r
spectively. The three columns corre
spond to b50, 20.5, and 21, as
shown over the panels. The upper pa
els correspond tol52, the lower ones
to l54. The ratiog1 /g50.5.
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at for e50 ~solid lines! in both Figs. 10 and 11 ath51 all
the functionsZ(h) are equal to22 ~this is relatively easy to
see analytically!. For h,1 one sees that the functionsZ(h)
go down almost as straight lines. An important conclusion
that ate50 the functionsZ(h) are always negative~more-
over, Z(h)<22!. Recall that the scaling exponentszn are
related withZ(h) via saddle-point requirement~49! and, in
particular, z05minh Z(h). By definition, the zero-orde
structure function is 1, thereforez050 and, consequently
for physical solutionsZ(h)>0. Negative values ofZ(h) are
unphysical like the negative values of masses which m
appear as a solution for equilibrium of a mechanical syst
Remember that in the derivation of the closure equations
have neglected inhomogeneous terms with normal K41 s
ing with respect of terms with anomalous scaling; this is o
possible ifZ(h).0. Therefore for negative values ofZ(h)
the ‘‘anomalous’’ solutions must be disregarded in favor
solutions with normal scaling. The first important conclusi
is therefore that ate50 the qualitative analysis of the con
trolled closure predictsK41 scaling.

We next consider the parameter range for whichac
,0. This mimics the Navier–Stokes case in directing
cascade from large to small scales. The parameterb is cho-
sen in the region of stability22,b,0, for which the flux of
the second~‘‘helicity’’ ! integral of motion becomes irrel
evant in the inertial interval. Witha taken to be unity, these
two constraints limitb to the interval@21, 0#. Indeed, in
most previous simulations the valueb520.5 was chosen
The calculated functionsZ(h) for this region ofb are exhib-
ited in Fig. 10. One sees that in all the panels the value
Z(h) increase withe and some of the functionsZ(h) be-
come positive in the left part of theh interval. Moreover,
Z(h) gains a minimum~although still in the negative re
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 132.77.4.43. Redistribution subject to AI
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gion!. All these qualitative features are precisely those
pected for the functionsZ(h) in the case of anomalous sca
ing. We note that the present level of analysis cannot yi
quantitative results. The functionsZ(h) are still mostly
negative, and we only see the good trend of creating a m
mum and inching up toward positive territory with the in
crease ine. Although we cannot discuss at present the act
values of the anomalous scaling exponents, their depend
on the parameters of the model,e, l, andb, etc., we think
that the results in Fig. 10 can be considered as definite
dence for the birth of anomalous scaling with the increase
the value ofe. An additional encouraging result is the findin
that in the nonphysical interval ofb ~see Fig. 11! we do not
see any of the good phenomena discussed above; ate50 we
have two negative branches ofZ(h) and with increasing of
the value ofe the solutions stay in between these branch
without a tendency to increase. Moreover fore.1/2 the so-
lutions Z(h) disappear altogether.

IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

For the sake of clarity we summarize verbally the impo
tant steps in this paper.

~1! We first introduced the (N,e)-shell model in whichN
copies of the ‘‘Sabra’’ shell model are coupled with th
interaction amplitudes shown in Eq.~20!. These ampli-
tudes contain a deterministic and a random part with
parametere determining their relative importance.

~2! For e50 the model reduces to the well known rando
coupling model,7 in which there is no anomalous scalin
in the limit N→`. For e51 the system boils down toN
uncoupled copies of the ‘‘Sabra’’ model with anomalo
scaling for each.
s

FIG. 11. The functionsZ(h) at b
522 andg1 /g50.5. The line types
correspond to those in the previou
figure. The values ofl are shown over
the different panels.
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~3! We studied numerically the behavior of the model f
values ofe in the interval@0, 1# in the limit N→`. The
results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Fore50 we find no
anomalous scaling as expected, fore50.8 we find
anomalous corrections smaller than those found for
Sabra model which pertains toe51.

~4! We derived the linear hierarchy of evolution equatio
for the correlation and response functions of this mod
In the inviscid limit the hierarchy of equations for th
correlation functions is linear and homogeneous.

~5! We pointed out that the homogeneity of the hierarchy
equations results in a rescaling symmetry of these eq
tions which foliates the solutions on so-calledh-slices,
whereh is the rescaling exponents of the velocity va
able. Thenth order velocity correlation function rescale
on anh-slice with a scaling exponentnh1Z(h), where
Z(h) is associated with the rescaling properties of
probability measure.

~6! The full solution is written as an integral over contrib
tions with differenth, and leads to multiscaling via th
saddle point calculation of the corresponding integr
over h. The values of the scaling exponents are de
mined by the functionZ(h) according to Eq.~49!.

~7! The hierarchical equations written on anh slice can be
closed in a controlled fashion usinge as a small param
eter. We derived the closed equations for the second
third order objects, retaining terms up toO(e4) and
showing that the parts neglected are ofO(e6). We could
go a further step in the closure scheme by writing do
a system for the second, third, and fourth order obje
retaining terms up toO(e6) and neglecting terms o
O(e8), etc.

~8! Section VIII presents a preliminary analysis ofZ(h)
from solvability condition for the closed set of equatio
for the second and third order objects. The full analy
is technically involved and calls for further work. Th
main qualitative conclusions of the present analysis
that there exists no anomalous solution fore50,
whereas for larger values ofe we see the birth of anoma
lous scaling. The level of precision is currently not su
ficient for quantitative comparisons with the numeric
simulations, but we judge the results extremely enco
aging for further work in the near future.
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APPENDIX A: SKETCH OF DERIVATION OF THE
HIERARCHY OF EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

1. Hierarchy for the correlation functions

Let us compute]F2;s,s
a (kn ;t2t8)/]t defined by Eq.

~23! at t850, substituting instead ofdun,s
a (t)/dt the right-

hand side of Eq.~19!. With the help of definition~24! the
result may be written as

]

]t
F2;s,s

a ~kn ;t !5 (
b,g,s8,s9

Fg,b,a@Da1b,g1Da1b1N,g

1Da1b,g1N#As8,s9
s

3$akn11F3,ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn11 ;0,t,t !

1bknF3,ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn ;t,0,t !

1ckn21F3,ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn21 ;t,t,0!%, ~A1!

where we used the symmetry propertiesAs8s9
s

5Ass9
s8 . Sum-

ming this equation overa ands we derive Eq.~36! with the
invariant combination~34! in the right-hand side

2. Definitions of the Green’s function

First we define the ‘‘tensorial’’ Green’s function,

G1,1;ss8
a,b

~kn ;t12t2!5K dun,s
a ~ t1!

d f n,s8
b* ~ t2!L , ~A2!

and its scalar counterpart which is invariant under all
symmetry transformations described in Sec. IV A,

G1,1~kn ;t12t2![
1

N (
a,s

G1,1;s,s
a,a ~kn ;t12t2!. ~A3!

Next we define the third order tensorial Green’s functio
G2,1 andG1,2 describing a response of two velocities on o
forcing and vice versa,

G2,1;ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn ,km ,kl ;tn ;tm ,t l ![K d@um,s8
b

~ tm!ul ,s9
g

~ t l !#

d f n,s
a* ~ tn!

L ,

~A4!

G1,2;ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn ,km ,kl ;tn ,tm ,t l !

[K d2ul ,s9
g

~ t l !

@d f m,s8
b

~ tm!d f n,s
a ~ tn!#* L . ~A5!

Analogously to the definition of the scalar third order corr
lation function~34! we define here the scalar counterparts
these third order Green’s functions,

G2,1~kn ,km ,kl ;tn ;tm ,t l !

[
1

N (
a,b,g

(
s,s8s9

Fg,b,aAs8s9
s

@Da,b1g1Da1N,b1g

1Da,b1g1N#G2,1;ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn ,km ,kl ;tn ;tm ,t l !, ~A6!
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G1,2~kn ,km ,kl ;tn ;tm ,t l !

[
1

N (
a,b,g

(
s,s8s9

Fg,b,aAs8s9
s

@Da,b1g1Da1N,b1g

1Da,b1g1N#G1,2;ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn ,km ,kl ;tn ,tm ,t l !. ~A7!

As we discussed in Sec. VI A any three point objects of
Sabra-shell model differ from zero only for three consecut
shell numbers. This allows one to consider instead of e
Green’s function~A7! and ~A6! of threek arguments three
functions with just one~middle! k argument. Exactly like in
the case of triplices we introduce superscripts~0! and~6! to
distinguish them. Using the convention discussed in S
VI A we can defineG2,1

(0) , G2,1
(6) , G2,1

(0) , and G2,1
(6) . For ex-

ample,

G2,1
~0!~km ;tm21 ;tm ,tm11!

[G2,1~km ,km21 ,km11 ;tm ;tm21 ,tm11!. ~A8!

Similarly we define the successive scalar response funct
of the fourth order as follows:

G3,1~kn1 ,kn2 ,kn3 ,kn4 ;t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!

[
1

N2 As9s3

s8 As4s5

s8 K d~un1,s9
b* ~ t2!un2,s3

a ~ t3!un3,s4

a ~ t4!* !

d f n1,s8
b

~ t1!
L ,

~A9!

G2,2~kn1 ,kn2,kn3 ,kn4 ;t1 ,t2 ,t3 ,t4!

[
1

N2 As9s3

s8 As4s5

s8 K d~un2,s9
b* ~ t2!un3,s3

a ~ t3!!

d f n1,s8
b

~ t1!d f n4,s4

a ~ t4!* L ,..., ~A10!

with the convention of sums over repeated indices. Note
all the G’s are real functions. Again we note that it is mo
convenient to write the hierarchical equations in the terms
quantities summed overs’s. These are invariant under all th
symmetry transformations discussed in Sec. IV A.

3. Hierarchical equations for the Green’s functions

The tensorial equation for the second orderG1,1;ss
a,a reads

]

]t
G1,1;s,s

aa ~kn ;t !5 (
b,g,s8,s9

Fg,b,a@Da1b,g1Da1b1N,g

1Da1b,g1N#$As8s9
s

@ga,n11

3G2,1;ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn ,kn11 ,kn12 ;0,t,t !1gb,n

3G2,1;ss8s9
a,b,g

~kn ,kn21 ,kn11 ;0,t,t !#

1Cs8s9
s gc,n21G2,1;ss8s9

a8,b,g

3~kn ,kn22 ,kn21 ;0,t,t !%1d~ t !. ~A11!

By following more or less the same procedure as for
correlation functions in Appendix A 1 we get the hierarchic
equations,
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]

]t
G1,1~kn ;t !5ga,n11G2,1

~21!~kn11 ;0,t,t !

1gb,nG2,1
~0!~kn ;t,0,t !

1gc,n21G2,1
~11!~kn21 ;t,t,0!1d~ t !.

~A12!

Analogously for the higher order Green’s functions one h

]

]t1
G2,1

~0!~kn ;t1 ,t2 ,t3!

5ga,nG3,1~kn ,kn ,kn11kn11 ;t2 ,t1 ,t1 ,t3!

1gb,n21G3,1~kn ,kn22 ,knkn11 ;t2 ,t1 ,t1 ,t3!

1gc,n22G3,1~kn ,kn23 ,kn22kn11 ;t2 ,t1 ,t1 ,t3!,

~A13!

]

]t1
G1,2

~21!~kn ;t1 ,t2 ,t3!

5ga,nG2,2~kn ,kn11 ,kn ,kn11 ;t1 ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

1gb,n21G2,2~kn22 ,kn ,knkn11 ;t1 ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!

1gc,n22G2,2~kn23 ,kn22 ,kn ,kn11 ;t1 ,t1 ,t2 ,t3!,

~A14!

and similarly for the otherG2,1’s andG1,2’s.

APPENDIX B: THE CLOSURE EQUATIONS IN THE A-
TRIPLEX APPROXIMATION

1. Equations in the v-representation

Given a stationary case, when all the functions depe
on time differences only, it is useful to consider the closu
equations in thev-representation. Define

F̃2;h~kn ;v!5E
2`

`

F2;h~kn ;t !exp~ ivt !dt, ~B1!

F̃2;h* ~k;n ;v!5E
2`

`

F2;h* ~kn ;t !exp~2 ivt !dt. ~B2!

As in these equations, we will use tilde signs over a chara
to denote a Fourier transform of that function. It follow
from Eq. ~B1! that

F2~kn ;t !5E
2`

`

F̃2~kn ;v!exp~2 ivt !
dv

2p
. ~B3!

According to the definition~23!, ~33! F2;h(kn ;t)5F2;h* (kn ;
2t). ThereforeF̃2;h(kn ;v) is a real function of v.

Next we define the Fourier transformT̃h of any third
order objectTh as follows:

2pT̃h~kn ;v2 ,v0 ,v1!d~v21v02v1!

5E
2`

`

dt2dt0dt1Th~kn ;t2 ,t0 ,t1!

3exp@ i ~v2t21v0t02v1t1!#. ~B4!
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Recall that with our convention~see Sec. VI A! t0 andt6 are
times of then- and (n61)-shells. With this definition the
sum of incoming frequenciesv21v0 is equal to the outgo-
ing frequencyv1 .

The equations for the second order correlation funct
~two top lines in Fig. 5! and for triplices~two last lines! in
the v-representation may be written as

2@ iv1S̃h~kn ;v!#F̃2;h~kn ;v!5B̃h~kn ,v!, ~B5!

@ iv11S̃* ~kn ;v1!#T̃h
~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v0!

5e4@D̃h
~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v0!1Ẽh

~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v0!#,

~B6!
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 132.77.4.43. Redistribution subject to AI
n

2@ iv01S̃h~kn ;v0!#T̃A;h
~0! ~kn ;v2 ,v1!

5e4@Ẽh
~0!~kn ,v2 ,v1!1D̃h

~0!~kn ,v2 ,v1!#, ~B7!

2@ iv21S̃~kn ;v2!#T̃A;h
~21!~kn11 ;v0 ,v1!

5e4@D̃h
~21!~k;n11 ;v0 ,v1!1Ẽh

~21!~kn11 ;v0 ,v1!#.

~B8!

Note that the parametere appears explicitly here, as it wa

discussed in Sec. VII. Here the ‘‘mass-operator’’S̃(kn ;v)
originates from diagram A in Fig. 5 and may be written a
S̃h~kn ;v!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dv2dv0dv1d~v21v02v1!$gn11,21@ F̃2;h~kn12 ;v1!T̃A;h
~0!* ~kn11 ;v2 ,v1!

1F̃2;h~kn11 ;v0!T̃A;h
~11!* ~kn11 ;v2 ,v0!#d~v2v2!1gn,0@ F̃2;h~kn11 ;v1!T̃A;h

~21!* ~kn ;v0 ,v1!

1F̃2;h~kn21 ;v2!T̃A;h
~11!* ~kn ;v2 ,v0!#d~v2v0!1gn21,1* @ F̃2;h~kn21 ;v0!T̃A;h

~21!~kn21 ;v0 ,v1!

1F̃2;h~k;n22 ;v2!T̃A;h
~0! ~kn21 ;v2 ,v1!#d~v2v1!%. ~B9!

Here and below we omit, for the sake of brevity, the frequency argument of the leg with the Green’s function inA-triplices and
the corresponding argument inD andE functions. It may be found from the relationshipv15v21v0 . The termB̃h(kn ,v)
in the right-hand side Eq.~B5! corresponds to diagram B in Fig. 5,

B̃~kn ;v!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dv2dv0dv1$gn11,21F̃2;h~kn11 ;v0!F̃2;h~kn12 ;v1!T̃A;h
~21!* ~kn11 ;v0 ,v1!d~v2v2!

1gn,0F̃2;h~kn21 ;v2!F̃2;h~kn11 ;v1!T̃A;h
~0!* ~kn ;v2 ,v1!d~v2v0!1gn21,1* F̃2;h~kn22 ;v2!F̃2;h~kn21 ;v0!

3T̃A;h
~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v0!d~v2v1!%d~v21v02v1!. ~B10!

FunctionsD correspond to the diagram D,

D̃h
~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v0!5E

2`

` dv

2p
$gn,0* T̃A;h

~11!~kn ;v0 ,v!T̃A;h
~0! ~kn21 ;v2 ,v!F̃2;h~kn ;v!1gn21,1T̃A;h

~0!* ~kn22 ;v,v0!

3T̃A;h
11 ~kn22 ;v,v2!F̃2;h~kn23 ;v!%, ~B11!

D̃h
~0!~kn ;v2 ,v1!5E

2`

` dv

2p
$gn11,21T̃A;h

11* ~kn11 ;v,v1!T̃1;h~kn ;v2 ,v!F̃2;h~kn ;v!

1gn21,1* T̃A;h
~11!~kn ;v,v1!T̃A;h

~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v!F̃2;h~kn ;v!%, ~B12!

D̃h
~21!~kn11 ;v0 ,v1!5E

2`

` dv

2p
$gn,0T̃A;h

~0! ~kn11 ;v,v1!T̃A;h
~21!* ~kn ;v,v0!F̃2;h~kn ;v!

1gn11,21T̃A;h
~21!* ~kn12 ;v1 ,v!T̃A;h

~0! ~kn12 ;v0 ,v!F̃2;h~kn13 ;v!%. ~B13!

FunctionsE correspond to the diagrams Ea and Eb in Fig. 5,
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Ẽh
~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v0!5E

2`

` dv

2p
$gn,0* F̃2;h~kn11 ;v!T̃A;h

~0! ~kn21 ;v2 ,v2v0!T̃A;h
~0! ~kn ;v0 ,v!

1gn21,1F̃2;h~kn22 ;v!T̃A;h
~11!~kn22 ;v02v,v2!T̃A;h

~21!* ~kn22 ;v,v0! ~B14!

1gn,0* F̃2;h~kn21 ;v!T̃A;h
~11!~kn ;v0 ,v1v2!T̃A;h

~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v!

1gn21,1F̃2;h~kn21 ;v!T̃A;h
~0!* ~kn22 ;v2v2 ,v0!T̃A;h

~11!~kn22 ;v2 ,v!%, ~B15!

Ẽ0~kn ;v2 ,v1!5E
2`

` dv

2p
$gn11,21F̃2;h~kn12 ;v!T̃A;h

~11!~kn ;v2 ,v2v1!T̃A;h
~21!* ~kn11 ;v1 ,v!

1gn21,1* F̃2;h~kn21;v!T̃A;h
~11!~kn21 ;v2 ,v12v!T̃A;h

~0! ~kn ;v,v1!

1gn11,21F̃2;h~kn11 ;v!T̃A;h
~11!* ~kn11 ;v2v2 ,v1!T̃A;h

~0! ~kn ;v2 ,v!gn21,1*

3F̃2;h~kn22 ;v!T̃A;h
~11!~kn ;v1v2 ,v1!T̃A;h

~11!~kn21 ;v,v2!%, ~B16!

ẼA;h
~11!~kn11 ;v0 ,v1!5E

2`

` dv

2p
$gn,0F̃2;h~kn11 ;v!T̃A;h

~21!* ~kn ;v12v,v0!T̃A;h
~11!~kn11 ;v,v1!

1gn11,21F̃2;h~kn11 ;v!T̃A;h
~0! ~kn12 ;v0 ,v1v1!T̃A;h

~11!* ~kn12 ;v,v1!

1gn,0F̃2;h~kn21 ;v!T̃A;h
~0! ~kn11 ;v02v,v1!T̃A;h

~0!* ~kn ;v4 ,v0!

1gn11,21F̃2;h~kn12 ;v!T̃A;h
~21!* ~kn12 ;v1 ,v01v!T̃A;h

~11!~kn12 ;v0 ,v!%. ~B17!
t o
i-

as

nce
2. Closure equations for the scale-invariant functions

All the objects appearing in the previous Eqs.~B5!–
~B17! are scale invariant, as they are defined in an ‘‘h-slice.’’
We make use of this invariance to simplify the closed se
equations by introducing the following scale invariant d
mensionless representation:

F̃2;h~kn ;v![
U

k0
l2~h1z~h!11!F̃2;hS v

vn;h
D ,

~B18!

S̃h~kn ;v!5vn;hs̃hS v

vn;h
D ,

B̃~kn ;v![U2ln~12h!2~h1z~h!11!B̃hS v

vn;h
D , ~B19!

T̃A;h
~ l ! ~kn ;va ,vb![

1

U
ln@h1z~h!#2 l @2h1z~h!#T̃ A;h

~ l !

3S va

vn;h
,

vb

vn;h
D , l 521,0,1, ~B20!

D̃A;h
~ l ! ~kn ;va ,vb![ ik0ln@11z~h!#2 l @2h1z~h!#D̃A;h

~ l !

3S va

vn;h
,

vb

vn;h
D , ~B21!

ẼA;h
~ l ! ~kn ;va ,vb![ ik0ln@11z~h!#2 l @2h1z~h!#ẼA;h

~ l !

3S va

vn;h
,

vb

vn;h
D . ~B22!

Here the characteristic frequency ofn-shell on anh-slice is
Downloaded 23 Dec 2002 to 132.77.4.43. Redistribution subject to AI
f

vn;h[Uk0mn, l l 2h. ~B23!

l is a spacing parameter in the shell models determined
the ratio between two consecutive shell momenta,l
5kn11 /kn . Recall that the dependence on a singlekn is
represents in the case of third order functions a depende
on three consecutive shell momentakn21 , kn , and kn11 .
The superscript~l! determines thek-argument of the ‘‘special
leg’’ accordingly to the convention of Sec. VI A.

In the dimensionless form Eqs.~B9! are scale invariant,
independent of the shell number. In these equations,

B̃~V!5
a

Rz
Va;h~V!1bVb;h~V!1cRzVc;h~V!,

where

Rz[l21z~h!, ~B24!

Va;h~V!5E dV1dV2d~V1V12V2!

2p

3F̃2;hS V1

m D F̃2;hS V2

m2 D T̃ A;h
~21!S V1

m
,
V2

m D ,

~B25!
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Vb;h~V!5E dV1dV2d~V1V12V2!

2p

3F̃2;h* ~V1m!F̃2;hS V2

m D T̃ A;h
~0!* ~V1 ,V2!,

~B26!

Vc;h~V!5E dV1dV2d~V2V12V2!

2p

3F̃2;h~V1m!F̃~V2 ,m2!T̃ A;h
~11!~V2mV1m!.

~B27!

The right-hand side of Eq.~62! for T A;h
(0) has the form,

Ẽ h
~0!~V2 ,V1!1D̃h

~0!~V2 ,V1!

5
a

Rz
Wa;h~V2 ,V1!1cRzWc;h~V2 ,V1!, ~B28!

where

Wa;h~V2 ,V1!5E dV

2p H m3F̃2;h~V!T̃ A;h
~11!*

3S V

m
,
V1

m D T̃ A;h
~11!~V2 ,V!1m2F̃2;h

3S V

m D T̃ A;h
~11!* S V2V2

m
,
V1

m D T̃ A;h
~0!

3~V2 ,V!1mF̃2;hS V

m2D T̃ A;h
~21!*

3S V1

m
,
V

m D T̃ A;h
~0! ~V2 ,V2V1!J ,

~B29!
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Wc;h~V2 ,V1!5E dV

2p H 1

m3 F̃2;h~V!T̃ A;h
~21!

3~Vm ,V1m!T̃ A;h
~21!~V,V1!

1
1

m2 F̃2;h~Vm!T̃ A;h
~21!

3@V2 ,~V12V!m#T̃ A;h
~0!

3~V,V1!
1

m
F̃2;h~Vm2!T̃ A;h

~11!

3~Vm,V2m!T̃ A;h
~21!~V1V2 ,V1!J .

~B30!
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